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- Admissions are 4-year Bachelor Programme in Leiden University, as specified in the study regulations of the concerned Bachelor's programme. Students of Leiden can be admitted to the EUR minor portfolio and might overlap with the minor portfolio. Approval of the minor description requires the consent of the organizing faculty. Contact the minor coordinator for more information.

### Organizing Faculty

- LUMC-EMC: afwijkende

### Minor Schedule and Admission Requirements

- Minors at Leiden can be taught outside the EUR minor period and might overlap with the minor period. Approval of the minor description requires the consent of the organizing faculty. Contact the minor coordinator for more information.

### Toelatingsmatrix minoraanbod Leiden / Minor admissions matrix Leiden 2017-2018

- Students of the corresponding Bachelor's programme CANNOT take the minor.

- Students of the corresponding Bachelor's programme CANNOT take the minor and do not need to ask permission from their Exam Board.

- Students need a MINIMUM OF 30 EC from their Exam Board to take the minor.